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1. What do we do? 

 

Market-IP’s aim is to enable companies to manage the mobility of goods and people optimally through geographic 

optimization software solutions.  

Our software solutions are encapsulated in three products, each of which provides answers to a specific mobility problem.  

However, they can also be combined in an overall business mobile resource optimization strategy.  

Market-IP’s three businesses are:

 

Geolocation, through Telefleet.  Telefleet is a Web-based platform for locating vehicles and all types of mobile asset (industrial 
machines, palettes, containers, people, and so on) remotely.  The geolocation technology combines the use of satellite positioning 
systems (GPS) and the GPRS mobile telecommunications standard (or, failing that, the SMS text messaging standard).  The mobile 
asset to geolocate is equipped with a small box that receives the geographic data and transmits it to Telefleet.  This telematic 
technology can also be applied to stationary systems, for telemaintenance work, for example. 

 
 

Geographic planning is planning a certain number of movements and operations in order to minimize lost time.  Market-IP’s 
Geoplanning tool is used typically to optimize dispatching services or the management of technicians’ rounds.  When it is 
interfaced with the business’s integrated management systems (ERP), Geoplanning makes possible, for example, to optimize 

required stock management for repairmen, increase the number of interventions, and simplify the billing of interventions.  
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Analysis of vehicle drivers’ efficiency by means of DriveExpert.  This latest addition to the Market-IP fold is an innovative 
software package for analysing and measuring driving habits.  It is particularly interesting for fleet managers who wish to 
promote business vehicle use that is both more economical and more ecological, but also for insurance companies, as it can 
allow them to propose “custom-tailored” insurance packages that are contingent on observing certain driving principles (for 
example, meeting set scores or checking young drivers’ weekend night driving).Some public transportation companies are also 
using Drivexpert in order to be pro-active regarding road safety. 
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2. What is our software for? 

There are many more geographic software applications than one might think today, in a business world where mobility has 

become a major issue.  Businesses see in them a way to control their mobile assets’ costs, to increase their productivity, and/or 

to improve the service that they offer their customers, for example by keeping their delivery deadline promises.  Security and 

safety (theft-prevention and telemaintenance of hard-to-reach sites) are also important driving forces, as are legal obligations 

(CO2 taxes, mobility bonuses, and so on).  

 Applicability to operations management (fleet management, personnel management, automated service logs, fleet/back-

office work rationalization, etc.), to the security of people and assets (isolated workers, etc.). 

 An improvement of the security of goods and people by an appropriate use of telematics. 

 An increasement of clients’ satisfaction by a better control and respect of service guarantees, delivery dates, etc. 

 Both economical AND ecological savings: our analysis of vehicle drivers’ efficiency solution Drivexpert helps drivers adopt a 

safer, more economical and environmentally friendly driving. The efficient management of a fleet is indeed one of the key 

elements of a strategy of sustainable development, as much as a question of social responsibility. 

 

OUR SOLUTIONS ENABLE TO INCREASE OUR CLIENTS’ PRODUCTIVITY, THE QUALITY OF THEIR SERVICES AND THE 

SECURITY OF GOODS AND PEOPLE WHILE REDUCING FOOTPRINT 

 

A few examples of Market-IP software’s applications:   

 A major Belgian supermarket chain optimizes its refrigerated lorries’ movements and can count on a warning system to signal 

breaks in the cold chain.  

 A heating oil supplier optimizes its drivers’ rounds according to the tank capacities of the customers on the day’s delivery 

route.  

 A major Belgian city measures the actual use of all its vehicles and municipal machinery in order to optimize its fleet 

management (and the management of public monies!).  

 Using the geographic data that its vehicles send in automatically, a construction company can compute much more easily the 

mobility bonuses to which its workers are legally entitled. 

 A leasing company grants discounts to clients who adopt more environmentally friendly driving behaviour as validated by the 

analytical tool Drivexpert. 

 A school transport company in the Arabian Gulf is using our tool that analyses the drivers’ efficiency in order to lower the 

accident risk. 

 The fleet manager of a large company is reassured by the fact that all his vehicles have an anti-carjacking system on board. 

 A Belgian company that is a global leader in dredging views on screen all of its dredgers’ movements in the Persian Gulf and 

knows in real time how much dredged material has been removed. 

 An oil company sees all of its drilling sites on a digital map and is warned, by a telemaintenance system, of the slightest 

technical problem in the middle of the desert.  

 A car dealership uses a geolocation system to keep an eye on how its test-drive vehicles are being used. 

 

3. Our history 

Market-IP began by specializing in digital mapping and then gradually climbed the value ladder of geographical applications to 

propose modular person and asset mobility management solutions.  The future of the mature geolocation market lies in 

integrating geolocation into overall management solutions (management of human resources, stock, vehicle fleets, and so on).  
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Market-IP milestones: 

2001 Creation by Arnaud Storder (degree in geographical sciences) in a studio flat in Namur 

  

2001-2004 - Launch of the Telefleet geolocation software 
- Incert/Assuralia approval of Telefleet as an anti-carjacking system 

2006 Move to the current headquarters, along the N4 in Naninne (south of Namur) 

2007 First partnerships abroad (in Sweden, Switzerland, etc.) 

2010 - The company passes the 10-employee mark 
- Partnership with an integrator/dealer in France 

2011 - Launch of Geoplanning (geographic planning) and DriveExpert (car driving analysis) 
- Partnership agreements in the Sultanate of Oman, United States, and Canada 
- The company passes the 15-employee mark 

2012 - Storder Arnaud, CEO of Market-IP, reaping the benefits of a good team and good growth through various 
distinctions: Namurois de l’année, Alfer and Grand Prix Wallon de l’Entrepreneuriat. 

- Strengthening the management team by hiring a responsible 'business development' and a commercial and 
administrative assistant, 

- Partnership agreements in the UAE, 
- Drivexpert presented at Gitex Dubai, 

2013 - Move to new offices in an energy efficient building of 500 m² wooden frame, 
- 17 employees. 
- First partnership agreement in Asia-Pacific 
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2014 - ISO 9001 certification 
- Participation to the economic mission in Saudi Arabia and Sultanate of Oman. New strategical agreements 

are about to be signed  
- A chief operational officer joins the team 
- Launch of the "Market-IP Partner Solution Program" to reinforce our worldwide integrator partners network  
- Deployment of our new monitoring tools 

2015 - ISO 27001 certification procedure launched 
- Integration of an ERP 
- Participation in the Princess’s Economic Mission to Qatar and the United Arab Emirates.  Signing of new 

strategic agreements. 
- 21 employes 
- Double nomination: Deloitte Fast50 and Trends Business Tour 
- Creation of new solutions and new business models, dedicated to the field B to C 
- CSR process (Corporate Social Responsibility). Ecovadis Sylver score 

 

4. Our strong points 
 

 Total control over our products and developments.  Market-IP’s software is developed 100% in house, without relying on 

subcontracting.  As a specialist of geographic solutions, Market-IP is constantly investing in innovation and R&D.  No fewer 

than twelve of its fifteen employees are in R&D. 

 Market-IP’s software has been designed for modular implementation, according to each business’s specific and branch-

related needs.  All of the packages also interface with most of the business management systems (ERPs) on the market and 

are entirely Web-based.  All the client needs is a Web browser to have access to the applications of Market-IP, a cloud-

computing pioneer. 

 An extensive network of hardware partners and integrators.  Market-IP’s software solutions are compatible with a wide range 

of telematic devices (boxes).  The company can also count on the support of an expanding network of partners who integrate 

its products in Belgium and abroad (the United States, France, Sweden, Persian Gulf countries, and so on).   Market-IP 

deployed an indirect sales structure for its partners and put at their disposal various tools (trainings, process management 

marketing support) to optimize the technical and sales collaboration. 

 A dynamic company with strong growth that knows how to combine international expansion and customer loyalty.  Its first 

key clients from ten years back are still with it.  
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5. Key figures 
 

 Company founded in 2001 

 Turnover of around 2 080 000 Euros, or a doubling in five years, export 43% 

 Annual growth of 25% 
 2014-2015 EBITDA of 12.5%  

 A staff of 21 (of whom 15 are dedicated to R&D) 

 More than 30 000 vehicles and 6,000 people geolocated 

 15 integrators/dealers in 12 countries 

 Software compatible with more than 60 models of telematic boxes 

 Projects under way or completed in 10 countries 

 97% of satisfied consumers and positive net promoter score positive  

 100% of satisfied integrators and positive net promoter score positive  

 

 

6. References 
 

Market-IP’s solutions are used in a wide diversity of sectors:  building and public works, public administrations and intermunicipal 

companies, maritime and inland shipping, road transport, customer service/towing and emergency repairs/installation, leasing 

and fleet management companies, insurance, sales representatives, and so on. 
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A few references on the local market :  Proximus, AtosWorldine, Sodexo, Colruyt, Ronveaux, Cobelguard, city of Charleroi, 

municipality of Brugelette, Rentokill, Immoweb, Resto.be, la Laiterie des Ardennes etc. 

Some references in the Middle East :  
- Bank of Muscat 
- Majan Electrecity Company 
- Oman National Transport Company (ONTC) 
- Budget Oman 
- Oman Electrecity 
- Shanfari Aluminium 
- Al Hashar Group 
- Electra Event & Exhibition 
- Marine Bandar Al-Rowdha 
- Al Hajiry Trading Co LLC 
- Oman Air 
- Al Aness Trading & Import Co. WLL (Qatar) 
- Cleaning Branch Qitico (Qatar) 
- European Guarding & Security Services Co. (Qatar) 
- J&F Qatar (Qatar) 
- Qatar International Trading & Investment Co. (Qatar) 
- Silver Group (Qatar) 
- Unicorn Arabia LTD (Qatar) 
- Crompton Trading (Qatar) 

7. Press contacts 
 Arnaud Storder, CEO 

Landline:  +32 (0) 81 33 11 11 
Cell phone:  +32 (0) 496 12 24 62 
arnaud.storder@market-ip.com 
 

 Sarah Laval, Marketing Manager 

Landline (direct):  +32 (0) 81 33 11 18 
Cell phone:  + 32 (0) 495 57 53 54 
sarah.laval@market-ip.com  

 

Market-IP 
Chaussée de Marche, 774 
5100 Naninne 
www.market-ip.com 
 

Other product and sector sites: 

 www.drivexpert.net: analysing and qualifying habits, behaviour and efficiency behind the wheel to promote environmentally 

friendly driving. 

www.geoplanning.net: analysing and qualifying habits, behaviour and efficiency behind the wheel to promote environmentally 

friendly driving. 

www.telefleet.com:  vehicle fleet and field force geolocation 
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